Hello PSC members! As you return to campus…

Please note the measures that are essential for safety in these conditions: masking, distancing, ventilation, cleanliness, signage, and vaccine and testing-related conditions for entry.

Check that ventilation is working or that there is airflow in your workspace. You should observe the spacing of people at six feet, that crowding is avoided, that your space is clean, and signs are posted to notify people of COVID safety rules. You should observe whether members of the campus community are wearing masks.

Your college’s approved reopening plan appears on CUNY’s website. 
https://www.cuny.edu/coronavirus/fall2021-reopeningplans/
Your administration should comply, at minimum, with its approved plan.

If you believe that the space you are working in is not safe, the union recommends these steps:

1) Document what you see in writing and, where possible, with pictures.
2) Report the problem to your supervisor, and request to be moved to a safer space, or request to work remotely until the college mitigates.
3) Identify the COVID contact for your campus; every campus has an administrator in this role. Report the problem to them. If it is a problem with facilities, also report the problem to the facilities office.
4) Report the problem to the PSC organizer for your campus* and hswatchdogs@pscmail.org

*PSC Organizing Staff
Deirdre Brill dbrill@pscmail.org (CUNY Central, Medgar Evers, NTAs, Research Foundation)
Brian Graf bgraf@pscmail.org (Baruch, City Tech, Clip/CUNY Start, Health and Safety)
Thandi Farley tfarley@pscmail.org (Guttman, Graduate Center, Queens)
Jorge Guzman jguzman@pscmail.org (Bronx CC and EOC, CSI, Hostos, Lehman)
Janet Kwon jkwon@pscmail.org (BMCC, Brooklyn, CCNY, CLT Chapter, Manhattan EOC)
Sam Lewis slewis@pscmail.org (Hunter, Hunter College Campus Schools, KCC)
Sam Rasiotis srasiotis@pscmail.org (LaGuardia, RF Field Units, Queens EOC, Queensborough, York)
Eduardo Zevallos, Organizer, ezevallos@pscmail.org (John Jay, HEO Chapter)